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Introduction

 First-person shooter games use computer 
players or ‘bots’ to combat human players

 Early bots used fixed attack scripts
 Current bots approximate human game 

play
 These bots react to different situations and 

opponents, but they do not anticipate 
human player behaviour
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Quake II Death Match Overview

 Players exist in levels with hallways and rooms
 Players move around collecting ‘powerups’ and 

weapons
 Powerups 

 Ammo, armor, health etc.
 Regenerate after 30 seconds

 Objective: Be the first to kill other players N 
times

 Players die when their health reaches zero. 
They are then ‘spawned’ (reincarnated) at one of 
several spawning sites in the level
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The Importance of Anticipation

 Dennis Fong (Michael Jordan of Quake) 
uses anticipation to win even on bad-aim 
days

Weapon

Dennis Opponent
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Anticipation Example

Player 1 
observes Player 
2 and anticipates 
her actions

Hyperblaster

Player 2 has 
a Blaster
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Anticipation

 The previous examples illustrate 
behaviours that should be exhibited by 
bots

 Hard-coded rules for anticipation require 
too much effort

 Instead, bots can include a general 
capability for anticipation using AI planning 
techniques
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Soar Quakebot

 Human-like expert computer player for 
Quake II

 Built on Soar, a general architecture for 
developing systems that exhibit intelligent 
behavior [3]

 Originally did not support anticipation
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Soar Quakebot

 Simulates the perceptions of human 
players

 Can see only unobstructed objects in its 
view cone

 Can hear only nearby sounds
 Explores levels to construct a map
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Soar Quakebot Interface

 Soar reasoning code runs on a separate 
computer

 Socket I/O code communicates perceptions and 
actions between the game and Soar

Game Computer Soar Reasoning Computer
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Soar
 Continuously proposes, selects, and applies 

operators
 Operator types

 Primitive action
 Turn
 shoot

 Internal action
 Remember the last position of the enemy

 Abstract goal
 Get item
 Go through door
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Fragment of Operator Hierarchy
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Soar Decision Cycle
 Sensing: update perceptual information
 Elaboration/Proposal/Evaluation: fire in parallel, data driven
 Operator Selection: pick best operator for each state
 Operator Application: execute rules that match selected 

operator
 Output: send commands to motor system
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Main Quakebot Tactics
 Collect powerups

 weapons, ammo, health, ...
 location/proximity, quality, ...

 Attack
 move sideways while aiming & shooting
 choose best distance for current weapon

 Retreat
 if low on health

 Chase
 go after enemy based on sound and last observation

 Ambush
 wait in hidden corner when entering room

 Hunt
 go to nearest spawn room after kill
 go to where enemy is often seen
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Numeric Parameters

 How long to hide for ambush
 How close to attempt to approach enemy 

for each type of weapon
 Reaction time
 Aiming skill
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Anticipation Approach

 Create an internal representation 
that mimics what the bot thinks the 
enemy’s internal state is

 Bot thinks about what it would do if 
it were the enemy

 Enemy’s actions are simulated
 Projects forward until it:

 Gets a useful prediction
 Abandons anticipation due to 

uncertainty
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Anticipation Approach

 Predictions are used to:
 Set an ambush
 Deny the enemy a powerup

 New top-level predict-enemy operator 
and sub-operators are added to Quakebot

 Anticipation:
 Proposal and selection for predict-enemy op.
 Application of predict-enemy operator
 Proposal for selecting ambush operators
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Proposing the predict-enemy 
operator

 The Quakebot should not 
continuously predict the enemy 
due to computational overhead

 When not to propose predict-
enemy:
 When the state of the 
    enemy is unknown
 When the bot already 

knows what to do

 When to propose predict-
enemy:
 Enemy is not facing the bot
 Enemy is far away

Predict-enemy is 
selected
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Application
 The Quakebot creates an 

internal representation of 
the enemy’s state based 
on it’s perception of the 
enemy

 Create-enemy-state 
operator is created as the 
top-level operator of the 
enemy simulation

Internal representation of 
enemy’s situation is created
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Projection

 The Quakebot applies its own tactics to the 
representation of the enemy’s state to predict 
enemy actions
assumes enemy uses exactly the same tactics 

as the Quakebot
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Prediction

 The bot will project forward looking for a case 
where it can reach a room before the enemy

 It can then set up an ambush or deny the enemy 
a powerup

 Predictions also terminate in cases of 
uncertainty
 e.g. if a room has three exits, there will not be a 

strong preference for which path to take (two ways to 
go forward, prefer not to go back)
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Using the Prediction

 When the prediction is 
that the enemy will be in 
a room that the bot will 
get to first:

1. Hunt operator takes the 
bot to the room

2. Ambush operator takes 
over to position the bot 
next to the door the 
enemy will come through

Quakebot attempts to shoot
enemy in side or back as he
enters the room
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Learning Predictions

 Performance is improved using “Chunks”
 Chunks capture long chains of reasoning 

as a set of rules
 When the same situation is encountered 

again, the prediction is known and need 
not be recomputed

 Often the performance improvement is 
necessary for a successful ambush

 Bots can be pre-trained 
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Limitations and Extensions

 Generality of Anticipation Capability
 some parts (but not all) of the Anticipation model are independent of 

Quake
 difficult determine when enemy's behaviour should be  predicted.  

Currently restricted to designer's choice.
 use anticipation to generate tactics, instead of coding tactics by hand.

 Recursive Anticipation
 extend Quakebot to anticipate the enemy anticipating its own actions 

(etc.)

 Enemy-specific Anticipation
 tactics rarely known beforehand
 incorporate enemy preferences (e.g. weapon choice) into Anticipation
 modify knowledge when enemy does something unpredictable
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Using Bots for Testing

 Massively multiplayer games are difficult to test 
with human players

 Bots with human-like behavior can be used 
instead

 Soar Quakebot has been evaluated on its 
‘human-ness’ [2]
 Recorded videos of Quakebot and human players 

playing against an expert
 Judges guessed which players were humans
 For bots: 21 ‘human’ votes to 27 ‘computer’ votes
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Quakebot Research in Progress?
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Discussion Questions

 Are Quakebots human enough to be used for 
testing?

 Can non-determinism be introduced to make bot 
actions less predictable?

 In what ways can the Quakebot adapt to specific 
enemies?

 Is recursive anticipation likely to work?
 Can/Should Quakebots adjust their abilities to 

match any opponent?
 In what ways does a human-like Quakebot have 

an unfair advantage over a human player?


